Luciola: A Floating Light Weighing 16.2mg
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Abstract: In this paper, we present an approach to realize the levitation of a small object with an embedded electronic circuit. Luciola is a light-emitting particle with a diameter of 3.5mm and a weight of 16.2mg moving in mid air. The novelty of this paper is the acoustically levitated electronic object by the combined application of ultrasonic levitation and wireless powering to the levitated electronic object. In the design of the custom IC chip, a new voltage detector circuit enabling an accurate voltage detection and a correct output during the start-up is proposed to achieve an intermittent lighting of the LED to increase the maximum distance between the transmitter and the receiver coil. Luciola is applied to a self-luminous pixel in a mid-air display and drawings of characters in mid-air are demonstrated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we propose a smart millimeter-scale particle levitated in the mid-air, which has internal electronics. In the particle scale, it has been hard to install active levitation mechanisms on the object due to their size, weight, and power consumption. Thus, external fields such as electric, magnetic, air-flow have been adopted to generate levitation force and control particles in mid-air.

Among others, acoustic levitation is one of the most promising ways to keep the objects suspended in the air. By using ultrasonic phased array speakers, the system enables two-dimensional or three-dimensional position control of levitated particles. This approach has an advantage with quick and precise movement control of particles. Our ultimate goal is making a swarm of smart levitated particles. Each tiny particle has abilities to change their appearances by sensing the surroundings. We propose luciola a Levitating particle consisting of the LED, the receiver coil for wireless powering, and a custom IC chip for the rectifier, the voltage regulator, and the intermittent lighting of the LED implemented in 180-nm CMOS process. The 3D position, as well as the ON/OFF timing of the LED, can be computationally controlled, making it possible to control the lighting of the LED depending on the position and the context.

This paper includes the following contributions:

1) An acoustically levitated electronic object is realized for the first time.
2) A new shape of the levitated object and a new placement of the receiver coil are proposed to simultaneously realize the acoustic levitation and the wireless powering.
3) In the custom IC chip, a new voltage detector circuit enabling an accurate voltage detection and a correct output during the start-up is proposed to achieve the intermittent lighting of the LED to increase the maximum distance between the transmitter and the receiver coil.

II. SURVEY

In this section, related past works of the levitated small objects and the wireless powering to small objects are reviewed.

A. Levitated small objects

Conventional approaches to lifting up objects and keep it suspended in the air use invisible external forces in the field. An electromagnetic suspension system is used to keep a spherical dipole magnet suspended. Thus the levitating object needs to be made of magnetic material. An ultrasonic field is used to levitate a millimeter-scale particle, because the spatial resolution of the ultrasonic levitation is high. Based on the holographic method, three-dimensional mid-air displays using levitated particles.

B. Wireless powering to small objects

The wireless powering to small objects are mainly implanted in medical devices or RFID’s. In the implanted glucose monitoring, the total system including the receiver coil for the wireless powering is integrated on a 1.4mm × 1.4mm IC chip and the power is wirelessly supplied at 900MHz from a transmitter coil with the distance of 1cm. The received power is 6μW, which is too low to light the LED requiring 3.5mW in Luciola.

III. OVERVIEW

Two 40-kHz 17 ‘ 17 ultrasonic transducer arrays are placed face-to-face at a distance of 20cm and the ultrasound generated from each transducer is focused to a focal point by tuning the phase of each transducer [9]. The focal point is the location where the acoustic levitation force is generated. Luciola floats in mid-air as a result of being trapped at the focal point. By moving the focal point in 3D space using a computer, Luciola moves in mid-air in a 10.4cm × 10.4cm × 5.4cm space. The transmitter coil with a diameter of 31mm for wireless powering is placed near the focal point and transmits the power to the receiver coil in Luciola. By synchronously controlling the focal point of the ultrasound and the ON/OFF timing of the switch of the
wireless powering using the PC Luciola displays 3-D images.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD
Luciola a levitated light emitting particle in which a LED light is invented almost a size of 3.5mm. Using ultrasonic sound a light can float and using wireless power it can emit the light.

Luciola is a light emitting particle with a diameter of 4mm and a weight of 16.2mg moving in mid air. Any matter to be suspended freely in air we need an external force like electric, magnetic, airflow or acoustic. In this technology we use acoustic field with the help of ultrasonic sound wave a luciola particle is levitated. Wireless powering mostly exists in small objects like in medical devices and RFID’s. Luciola is such a technology in which a levitated objects are given a wireless powering through which the led glows.

In luciola system two 17x17 ultrasonic transducer arrays are used to levitate the particle and are placed face to face at a distance of 20cm this transducer works on 40KHZ. This transducer generates a ultra sound and this sound is focused on focal point, by this focal point acoustic levitation force is generated this makes the luciola to float in mid air. Focal point can be moved accordingly through the pc by this luciola can also be moved in 3D. For wireless powering a transmitter of 31mm is placed around the focal point through which power can be transmitted to the receiver coil in luciola and led lights present in luciola can be switched on/off and can also be controlled.

V. APPLICATION
- Luciola could fly to such objects to deliver a message.
- Help to make moving displays with multiple lights that can detect the presence of humans or participate in futuristics projection mapping events.
- Explores advances in information and communication technology.
- The developers expect luciola to find applications in the so called IOT, in which regular objects such as cars, or domestic appliances such as air conditioners are connected to networks to send and receive data.
- Tiny objects will have smart phone capabilities.
- It helps in long time exposure of image and in 3D positioning of image.

VI. LIMITATION
A limiting factor for the miniaturization is the receiver coil because the receiver coil is the largest in the particle and the heaviest in the electric components. Therefore, designing a smaller and lighter receiver coil is important.
Reducing the diameter of the receiver coil, however, will reduce the range of wireless powering.

VII. FUTURE SCOPE
In the next step luciola, will be to down scale the particles smaller and lighter to 2mm in diameter. Only one Luciola particle was in operation for demonstration on the stage. In the next step, however, it would be nicer if multiple Luciola particles can be independently operated on the stage.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Luciola is a millimeter scale light emitting particle moving in mid air based on acoustic levitation. Luciola is applied to aslef luminous pixel in a mid air display and drawing characters in a mid air is demonstrated.
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